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Abstract
Remedial learning is a learning system in which the lessons are divided into small portions to be put
together in a sequence to reach better outcome. The aims of this research were: (1) to know the influence of
using flexible and conventional remedial study towards students’ learning outcome, (2) to know the influence of
vocational and academic educational orientation towards the students’ learning outcome, (3) to know the
interaction between the use of remedial study model and educational orientation towards the students’ learning
outcome. The method used in this research was an experimental method which involved two classes. The
remedial study of the experimental class used the flexible remedial method, while the control class used the
conventional remedial method. The conclusions were: (1) There was a significant difference in learning outcome
between students who were given flexible and conventional remedial learning. Students who received flexible
remedial learning gained higher outcome than students with conventional remedial learning.; (2) There were
significant differences on the learning outcome especially on the cognitive aspect between students with
vocational and academic educational orientation ability. It was found that the higher outcome went to the
students with vocational educational orientation.; (3) There was no interaction between the remedial learning
model and the educational orientation towards the learning outcome.
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1. Introduction
Remedial learning is a learning system in
which the lessons are divided into small portions
to be put together in a sequence to reach better
outcome. In doing this, students are
independently doing some tests to immediately
get feedback, and the result is shared as soon as
possible (Chen,L-H., 2011). It is believed that
remedial learning is a form of didactic support
with the purpose to improve learning outcome.
According to Khouyibaba (2015); remedial
learning is a method to improve students’
weaknesses, mistakes or shortcomings to be
discovered by themselves based on the
continuous given evaluation. Thus, students are
not required to redo all the lessons, but only on
the weak parts.
Food & Beverage Analysis is one of the
fundamental subjects as it is categorized in the
Program Final Evaluation. Based on data
collected from Academic Assessment Center in
Nursing and Health Faculty (Fikkes) of
Universitas
Muhammadiyah
Semarang
(Unimus), there were a huge number of remedial
students for that particular subject. The data
indicated that not only the subject was difficult,
but also there was a need of getting a lot of
detail to understand the lesson.
The remedial model currently implemented
in Unimus Health Analyst Diploma III Program

is the Conventional model, in which students are
given a test, an assignment and Q&A without
any learning process. It is clearly shown that
lecturers ignore the level of difficulty faced by
the students, while not all students encounter the
same level of difficulty. This fact obviously
deviates from the purposes of remedial learning
which aims to improve on weaknesses, mistakes,
or shortcomings of the students and as a form of
“healing” process from learning obstruction
(Dahar,R.W.,2011).
Remedial learning using Flexible Model is
different from the Conventional one because
students will receive lesson according to the
level of difficulty encountered by students. It
means, all students will get a different lesson
from the others. This method will be more
flexible for students because lesson is given in a
different way, including the module, Q&A,
independent learning and or other supporting
media.
Success in understanding the lesson is the
main purpose to be achieved throughout the
learning process, which is known as
“Educational Orientation.” Align with Taylor’s
statement (1983) who categorized 3 (three) main
educational orientations, namely, vocational,
academic, and personal. Those three categories
have different type of interest on different
science
intrinsically
and
extrinsically.
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Vocational educational orientation has an
external purpose to gain needed qualification
and its internal motive is to gain an effective
training relevant to career advancement.
Meanwhile, academic educational orientation
has an external purpose to level up education
and internal purpose to pursue knowledge for
personal purposes. Further, any different
educational
orientations
show
students’
motivation to continue to higher educational
level.
Previous research has been conducted on
remedial learning by Raval,H.,et al (2014);
Saine,N.L., et al (2010); Chen,L-H.,(2011); Toll
et al (2013); C-Y.Dai.,et al (2015) and Kasran et
al (2012).
Based on those reasonings, the researchers
addressed several issues: (1) the influence of the
use of flexible and conventional remedial
learning towards students’ learning outcome, (2)
the influence of vocational and academic
educational orientation towards the students’
learning outcome, and (3) to find whether there
is any interaction between the use of remedial
learning model (flexible and conventional) and
educational
orientation
(vocational
and
academic) towards the students’ learning
outcome.

2. Methods
This research was categorized as an
experimental research which used quantitative
approach and included two classes, experimental
class in remedial learning using flexible
remedial model and control class in remedial
learning using conventional remedial learning
(Sugiyono, 2010). Both classes were assumed
same in all aspects, but different in the remedial
treatment.
The independent variable in this research was
conventional remedial model (conventional dan
flexible) and educational orientation (vocational
dan academic), while the dependent variable
was learning outcome on Food & Beverage
Analysis subject. The population were semester
IV students of Unimus Health Analyst Diploma
III Program, Faculty of Nursing and Health
batch 2016/2017 as many as two classes, with
34 students in each class.
The research used instruments in the form of
learning implementation plan and data
acquisition instrument, namely AUM PTSDL
(Prayitno et al, 1997) and cognitive, affective,
and psychomotoric learning outcome tests. In
addition, prior using in data acquisition, the

learning outcomes test has been trialled to other
classes serving as subjects. The validity test
showed that from 35 questions, there were 10
questions that did not meet the validity
requirements and 25 items have fulfilled the
validity requirements so that the 25 items were
used for data collection in the field. The
reliability of the test was 0.802 with high
criteria. The hypotheses proposed were: 1) there
are differences in learning outcomes for students
given conventional and flexible remedial
learning model; 2) there are differences in
students’ learning outcomes that have an
academic and vocational educational orientation;
and 3) there is an interaction between
conventional and flexible remedial learning with
an educational orientation towards students’
learning outcomes.
Further, the technical data analysis applied
were a double comparison with the normality
test stage, homogeneity test, hypothesis testing
including two-way variable analysis model and
data acquisition from the summary of two-way
variation analysis. The formula is: Xijk =  + i
+ j + ()ij + ijk.
3. Results and Discussion
The data obtained from research outcome
was in a form of cognitive value and analized
using variance of two different cells analysis,
proceeded by further testing. From Anava result
of students’ cognitive ability, the researchers
obtained the following values in the following
table 1&2.
Table 1. Summary of Two- ways Anava on
Cognitive Ability

Table 2. Summary of Two-ways Anava on
Affective Ability
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Table 3. Summary of Two-ways Anava on
Psychomotoric Ability

Tabel 4. Summary of Two-ways Anava on
Cognitive Ability Within The Row

Table 5. Summary of Two-ways Anava on
Cognitive Ability Within The Column

1. First Hypothesis
The results of two-way anava statistical
calculation experimental group (flexible
remedial learning) and control group
(conventional remedial learning) obtained FA =
14.4784> F ¬ table = 3.98 so that the null
hypothesis was rejected and the alternative
hypothesis was accepted. This meant that there
were differences in the influence of the use of
flexible and conventional remedial learning
methods towards students' cognitive abilities on
the subject of protein, fat, and carbohydrate
analyzes. Anava advanced test between columns
obtained Fi.j = 21.2277> F0.05 = 3.98 then
hypothesis rejected. This showed that there was
a significant difference between column A1
(flexible
remedial)
and
column
A2
(conventional remedial). Based on tables 4 and 5
it could be seen that cognitive ability using
flexible remedial learning method had higher
average than the class given conventional
method.
The use of flexible remedial learning model
provided an opportunity for students to actively
participate in learning so that their creativity,
liveliness and thinking skills of students were
more developed than conventional learning that
less involving students' activity in learning. In
the conventional learning, where the students’
potential was suppressed, it was necessary to
make learning innovation by using a flexible

model. This model provided convenience to
students in understanding and mastering
concepts and understanding the matter of
calculation. The above statement is similar with
flexible learning by Tinkers (1999), that is,
remediation using flexible method is applied
where students only repeat the lesson that is
considered difficult, so in remediation students
do not need to repeat all the lessons.
In affective ability it was known that the
value of FA = 0.56 <Ftabel = 3.98, so the null
hypothesis was accepted and the alternative
hypothesis was rejected. It meant that there was
no effect on the use of flexible and conventional
remedial learning methods on affective ability
on the subject of protein, fats and carbohydrates
analysis. For more, psychomotoric ability
showed that the value of FA = 40.35> Ftabel =
3.98, so the null hypothesis was rejected and
alternative hypothesis was accepted. Hence,
there was an influence of using remedial method
of flexible and conventional towards
psychomotoric ability on protein, fat and
carbohydrate analysis.
Students'
learning
outcomes
on
psychomotoric skills were higher due to flexible
learning giving more opportunities to students to
develop their psychomotoric ability and to give
opportunity to students to actively participate in
learning process. This meant that the
psychomotoric ability of the students who were
given flexible remedial learning was higher than
the psychomotoric ability of the students who
were given conventional remedial learning.
2. Second Hypothesis
The value of FB = 4.3882 > Ftabel = 3.98, so
Ho was rejected. This meant that there was a
significant difference between vocational and
academic category of orientation on students'
cognitive ability on protein, fat and carbohydrate
analysis. Anava further tested within the row
and showed that Fi.j = 70.0795> F0.05 = 3.98.
Therefore, Ho was rejected. This showed that
there was a difference between B1 (vocational
category of educational orientation) and B2
(academic category of educational orientation).
Learning outcomes differences were caused by
the flexible learning that has repeated the
process of re-learning and provide opportunities
for students to be actively involved in the
learning process, ask unclear matters, discuss
and learn to understand the problems and stages
in solving the calculation problems.
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The value of FB = 65.83 > Ftabel = 3.98.
Therefore, Ho was rejected. This meant that
there were significant differences in the
educational orientation of vocational and
academic category on students' affective ability
on the subject of protein, fat and carbohydrate
analysis. This was because the affective aspects
of learning were related to the feelings, emotions
or responses of students to their learning
experience. Moreover, students’ affective
behavior can be demonstrated with attitudes,
attention, interest and awareness in learning
(Fortier, M.S., 1995). Additionally, students’
learning goals as a candidate for Health Analyst
Associates who are required to be proficient in
carrying out health lab examination will
influence affective behavior in the learning
process. The value of FB = 11.13> Ftable =
3.98. Therefore, Ho was rejected. This meant
that there was a significant difference of
influence between vocational and academic
orientation category on student psychomotoric
ability on protein, fat and carbohydrate analysis.
The results in the table above showed that
student who had educational orientation on
vocational category had a higher average than
students who had educational orientation on
academic category. Alternatively, students with
a vocational educational orientation had a
tendency to have a good sense of skills that
mighy encourage the students to better
understand
the
lesson
being
studied.
Understanding the academic/theoretical lesson
then applying it is one of the good
characteristics of the student with the vocational
category. Students, who only understand the
theoretical lesson but are not able to apply it,
will be greatly affected on the learning
achievement.
3. Third Hypothesis
Based on the results of double comparison
computation with Scheffe method on cognitive
ability, it was known that: 1) there was a
significant difference of average learning
outcomes between the vocational educational
orientation with the academic educational
orientation (Fij = 70.0795> F0.05 = 3.98). The
results of the calculation obtained a score of 60
for vocational and 40 for academic. The basis of
weighting scores 60 and 40 was referring to the
curriculum of Diploma III Health Analyst in
2010, consisting the percentage of theoretical
courses 40% and practicum 60%. The number of
students who had vocational educational

orientation in the experimental class were more
than 18 people, while the control class had 16
people. It could be concluded that students with
vocational educational orientation had a good
influence on their cognitive ability; and 2) there
was a significant difference of average learning
outcomes between flexible remedial learning
and conventional remedial learning (Fij =
21.2277> Ftabel = 3.98). The average of
cognitive ability of students who were given
flexible remedial learning model was 70,47;
while the average of cognitive ability of students
who were given conventional remedial learning
model was 58,41. Hence, it could be concluded
that flexible remedial learning model provided
good influence to students cognitive ability.
The results of two-way variance analysis with
unequal cell experimental group (flexible
remedial learning) and control group
(conventional remedial learning) obtained FAB
= 1.9230 and Ftable = 3.98. Since FAB <Ftable,
then Ho was accepted. This indicated that there
was no interaction between the learning model,
between flexible and conventional remedials,
toward educational orientation on cognitive
abilities. This happens when students have clear
educational objectives according to their
educational level (vocational and academic).
Taking any kind of remedy with any learning
model (flexible and conventional) will create the
same learning achievement.
The result of variance analysis of two paths
with unequal cells obtained FAB = 11.16>
Ftable = 3.98. As a result, Ho was rejected. This
proved that there found an interaction of
learning model
between flexible and
conventional remedial towards educational
orientation on affective ability. The conclusion
of this third hypothesis was the interaction of
flexible remedial learning model to students
with vocational educational orientation result
students tended to obtain higher affective
achievement than conventional remedial
learning model interaction on students with
academic orientation. The interaction between
flexible remedial learning models in students
with academic orientation tended to obtain
higher affective achievement than conventional
remedial learning model interaction in students
with academic orientation. The interaction
between flexible remedial learning models in
students with vocational educational orientation
tended to obtain higher affective achievement
than on the interaction of conventional remedial
learning model in students who had academic
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educational orientation. Students who had a
vocational educational orientation and were
given flexible remedial learning earned higher
affective learning outcomes. This was due to the
attitude, attention, skills and awareness of
students in learning which increased because
they could identify the learning difficulties they
experienced (Harris, R. Asunders, 1981).
Based on the result of two way variance
analysis with unequal cell, it was obtained FAB
= 18.16> Ftabel = 3.98. Hence, Ho was rejected.
This confirmed that there was an interaction
between flexible and conventional remedial
learning model towards educational orientation
on psychomotoric ability. The conclusion of this
third hypothesis was that the interaction of
flexible remedial learning model in students
with vocational educational orientation tended to
gain higher psychomotoric achievement than
conventional
remedial
learning
model
interaction on students with academic
orientation. The interaction between flexible
remedial learning models in students who had
academic educational orientation tended to
obtain higher psychomotoric achievement than
conventional
remedial
learning
model
interaction in students with academic
educational orientation. The interaction between
flexible remedial learning model in students
with vocational educational orientation, students
tended to obtain higher psychomotoric
achievement than the interaction of conventional
remedial learning model in the students who had
academic educational orientation. Also, students
who had a vocational educational orientation
and were given flexible remedial learning
obtained higher psychomotoric learning
outcomes. This was due to the fact that flexible
learning is based on constructivism approach
that is before students are accepting the concepts
through the learning process they are considered
to have had a certain initial ability. This form of
learning can be individual, group or classical
learning using self-motivation to self-study, able
to learn long time by improving skills and
mastery.

students who receive flexible remedial learning
achieve higher achievement than students with
conventional remedial learning; 2) there are
significant differences on the subject of protein,
fat, and carbohydrate analysis on learning
achievement of cognitive aspect between
students with the ability of vocational and
academic educational orientation; and 3) there is
no interaction between the flexible and
conventional remedial learning model toward
the orientation of vocational and academic
education.
The theoretical implication of this research
is the orientation of education should provide
influence on learning achievement. For more, in
order to improve learning outcomes on the
subject of protein, fat and carbohydrates
analysis, attention should be paid to the more
suitable educational orientation, which, in this
matter, is the vocational one. This means that
students not only understand the theory but also
be able to apply it because this lesson requires
the students' skills to analyze proteins, fats and
carbohydrates.
The use of flexible learning method
requires the students to be more accurate in
choosing/detecting lesson that has not yet been
being understood, so that students know which
lesson is considered difficult on the subject of
protein, fat, and carbohydrates analysis. On
flexible remedial method, students are given
different sets of problem depending on the level
of difficulty, while on conventional remedial it
is considered as a regular remedial learning. All
students are considered to have difficulties on
the same part so the same set of remedial
problem is given.
The practical implication is that educational
orientation and teaching method of flexible
remedial have an influence on the cognitive
ability. Students who are given flexible remedial
learning with vocational educational orientation
have higher achievement compared to those on
conventional remedial learning with academic
educational orientation.
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